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APPENDIX A 
Literature survey for Electrical machines 

A . l E l e c t r i c a l m o t o r s 

The role of electric traction has chained and may be expected to continue to change 

not only with its own development but also with the development of alternatives. 

Clearly, electric motors are a key component of an electric vehicle. DC motors have 

been the motors of choice for traction because of their desirable inherent 

characteristics. Electric vehicles use what can seem a bewildering range of different 

types of electric motors. However, the simplest form of electric motor is the 'brushed' 

DC motor. 

This equation shows that the torque from DC motor has a maximum value at zero 

speed, when stalled, and it then falls steadily with increasing speed. Torque is 

generally assumed to be constant, which means the general form of equation still 

holds true, and gives the characteristic graph of below Figure 12.1. 

T = A> 
(A.l) 

Figure A.l: Torque/ Speed graph for a brushed DC motor [ 2 1 ] . 
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The simple linear relationship between speed and torque, implied by above equation, 

is replicated in practice for this type of constant magnetic flux DC motor. However, 

except in the case of very small motors, the low speed torque is reduced, either by the 

electronic controller, or by the internal resistance of the battery supplying the motor. 

Otherwise the currents would be extremely high, and would damage the motor. 

A.1.1 Controlling of the motors 

Figure 12.1 and the above equation shows that the brushed DC motor can be very 

easily controlled. If the supply voltage Es is reduced, then the maximum torque falls 

in proportion, and the slope of the torque peed graph is unchanged. In other words any 

torque and speed can be achieved below the maximum values. However, reducing the 

supply voltage is not the only way of controlling this type of motor. In some cases we 

can also achieve control by changing the magnetic flux. This is possible if coils rather 

than permanent magnets provide the magnetic field. If the magnetic flux is reduced 

then the maximum torque falls. This method is sometimes better than simply using 

voltage control, especially at high speed flow torque operation, which is quite 

common in electric vehicles cruising near their maximum speed. 

A.2 Types of Motors 

There are three classical types of brushed DC motor with field windings. However, 

the 'series' and 'shunt' motors do not give the control of speed and torque that is 

required in an electric vehicular application and the only serious contender is the 

'separately excited' motor. 

The shunt (or parallel) wound motor is particularly difficult to control, as reducing 

the supply voltage also results in a weakened magnetic field, thus reducing the back 

EMF, and tending to increase the speed. A reduction in supply voltage can in some 

circumstances have very little effect on the speed. The particular advantage of the 

series motor is that the torque is very high at low speeds, and falls off rapidly as the 
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speed rises. This is useful in certain applications, for example the starter motor of 

internal combustion engines, but it is not what is usually required in traction 

applications. 

The separately excited motor allows independent control of both the magnetic flux Q 

and also the supply voltage Es. This allows the required torque at any required angular 

speed to be set with great flexibility. For these reasons the separately excited brushed 

DC motor is quite widely used as the traction motor in electric vehicles. Sometimes 

permanent magnet motors are also used as traction motors. 

A.3 DC motor efficiency 

The major sources of loss in all types of electric motors can be divided into four main 

types. Firstly there are the copper losses. These are caused by the electrical resistance 

of the wires (and brushes in the case of brushed motors) of the motor. The heating 

effect of an electrical current is proportional to the square of the current: Copper 

losses are the largest cause of inefficiency. 

The second major source of losses is called iron losses, because they are caused by 

magnetic effects in the iron of the motor, particularly in the rotor. There are two main 

causes of these iron losses, The first is called 'hysteresis' loss, and is the energy 

required to continually magnetize and demagnetize the iron, aligning and re-aligning 

the magnetic dipoles of the iron. The second iron loss results from the fact that the 

changing magnetic field will generate a current in the iron, by the normal methods of 

electromagnetic induction. This current will result in heating of the iron. Because 

these currents just flow around and within the iron rotor they are called 'eddy 

currents'. It should be clear that these iron losses are proportional to the frequency 

with which that magnetic field changes; a higher frequency results in more 

magnetizing and demagnetizing, and hence more hysteresis losses. Higher frequency 

also results greater induced eddy currents. 
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The third category of loss is that due to friction and windage. There will of course be a 

friction torque in the bearings and brushes of the motor. The rotor will also have a 

wind resistance, which might be quite large if a fan is fitted to the rotor for cooling. 

The friction force will normally be more or less constant. However, the wind 

resistance force will increase with the square of the speed. 

Finally, we address those constant losses that occur even if the motor is totally 

stationary, and vary neither with speed or torque. The only type of motor for which 

this type of loss could be zero is the permanent magnet motor with brushes. The letter 

C is used to designate these losses. 

Total losses = kcT2 + km + kww>3 + C (A .2) 

Although we have done this for the brushed DC motor, it is important to note that this 

equation is true, to a good approximation, for all types of motors, including the more 

sophisticated types. 

A.4 Motor losses and motor size 

While it is obvious that the losses in a motor affect its efficiency, it is not so obvious 

that the losses also have a crucial impact on the maximum power that can be obtained 

from a motor of any given size. The limit is in fact temperature-related. Above a 

certain power the heat generated as a result of the losses, become too large to be 

conducted, convicted and radiated away, and the motor overheats. 

An important result of this is that the key electric motor parameters of power density 

and specific power, being the power per unit volume and the power per kilogram 

mass, are not controlled by electrical factors so much as how effectively the waste 
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heat can be removed from the motor. This leads to a very important disadvantage of 

the classical brushed DC motor. In this type of motor virtually all the losses occur in 

the rotor at the centre of the motor. This means that the heat generated is much more 

difficult to remove. 

A .5 T a p p i n g b r a k i n g e n e r g y o f e l e c t r i c m o t o r s 

The fact that an electric motor can be used to convert kinetic energy back into 

electrical energy is an important feature of electric vehicles. The simple connection of 

a battery to the motor is not enough. Converter is to be placed in between. The 

converter unit, known as a DC/DC converter, draws a current from the motor /, which 

will occur at a voltage V, This voltage V, will change with motor (and hence vehicle) 

speed. The current /, will change with the desired braking torque. The DC/DC 

converter will take this electrical power (= V, x IJ and put it out at an increased 

voltage (and reduced current) so that it matches the rechargeable battery or capacitor 

that is storing the energy. The battery might well be the same battery that provided the 

electricity to make the motor go in the first place. The key point is that the motor 

voltage might be considerably lower than the battery voltage, but it can still be 

providing charge to the battery. 

We have thus seen that a motor can be used to provide a controllable torque over a 

range of speeds. The motor can also be used as a brake, with the energy stored in a 

battery or capacitor. To have this range of control we need power electronics circuits 

that can control the voltages produced. If an electric motor is to be used in 

regenerative braking we need to be able to boost the voltage (and reduce the current) 

in a continuously variable way. Whatever change is required, it is done using 

'switching' or 'chopping' circuits. 
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Figure A.2: Graph of data from a real 250 kW fuel cell used for a bus 

Source: Derived from data in Spiegel et al. (1999) 

A.6 Limitation of DC brushed motors 

The brushes of this motor are an obvious problem; there will be friction between the 

brushes and the commutator, and both will gradually wear away. However, a more 

serious problem with this type of motor is that the heat associated with the losses is 

generated in the middle of the motor, in the rotor. If the motor could be so arranged 

that the heat was generated in the outer stator that would allow the heat to be removed 

much more easily. If the brushes could be disposed of as well that would be a bonus. 

There are three types of motor that are used as traction motors in vehicles. One of the 

interesting features of electric motor technology is that there is no clear winner. All 

three types of motors, as well as the brushed DC motors are used in current vehicle 

applications. 

A.7 Brushless DC motors 

The brushless DC motor (BLDC motor) is really an AC motor! The current through it 

alternates. It is called a brushless DC motor because the alternating current must be 

variable frequency and so derived from a DC supply, and because its speed- torques 

characteristics are very similar to the ordinary 'with brushes' DC motor. The most 

common of these is self-synchronous AC motor, but others include variable frequency 
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synchronous motor, permanent magnet synchronous motor, and electronically 

commutated motor (ECM). 

The electronic circuit used to drive and control the coil currents is usually called an 

inverter, and it will be the same as, or very similar to, our universal inverter circuit. 

The main control inputs to the microprocessor will be the position sense signals. 

A feature of these BLDC motors is that the torque will reduce as the speed increases. 

This behaviour is exactly the same as with the brushed DC motors. This type of motor 

can very simply be used as a generator of electricity, and for regenerative or dynamic 

braking. Although the current through the motor coils alternates, there must be a DC 

supply, which is why these motors are generally classified as DC. Some of the most 

sophisticated electric vehicle drive motors are of this type, in the range of 100 kW. 

A.8 Switched reluctance motors 

Although only recently coming into widespread use, the Switched reluctance SR 

motor is, in principle, quite simple. In the switched reluctance motor, the rotor is 

simply a piece of magnetically soft iron. Also, the current in the coil does not need to 

alternate. Essentially then, this is a very simple and potentially low cost motor. The 

speed can be controlled by altering the length of time that the current is on for in each 

power pulse generated in the way it is with the BLDC motor, which means that higher 

speeds are possible. In the fuel cell context, this makes the SR motor particularly 

suitable for radial compressors and blowers. The main difficulty with SR motor is that 

the timing of the turning on and off of the stator currents must be much more carefully 

controlled. 

The stator of an SR motor is similar to that in both the induction and BLDC motor. 

The control electronics are also similar: a microprocessor and some electronic 

switches. Although the peak efficiency of the SR motor may be slightly below that of 
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the BLDC motor, SR motors maintain their efficiency over a wider range of speed and 

torque than any other motor type. 

A .9 T h e i n d u c t i o n m o t o r 

The induction motor is very widely used in industrial machines of all types. Induction 

motors require an AC supply, which might make them seem unsuitable for a DC 

source such as batteries or fuel cells. However, as we have seen, AC can easily be 

generated using an inverter, and in fact the inverter needed to produce the AC for an 

induction motor is no more complicated or expensive than the circuits needed to drive 

the brushless DC or switched reluctance motors. These are widely available and very 

reliable motors are well suited to use in electric vehicles. 

The torque rises as the angular speed slips behind that of the magnetic field, up to an 

optimum slip, after which the torque declines somewhat. The frequency does not 

precisely control the speed, as there is a slip, depending on the torque. However, if the 

angular speed is measured, and incorporated into a feedback loop, the frequency can 

be adjusted to attain the desired speed. The maximum torque depends on the strength 

of the magnetic field in the gap between the rotor and the coils on the stator. This 

depends on the current in the coils. A problem is that as the frequency increases the 

current reduces, if the voltage is constant, because of the inductance of the coils 

having impedance that is proportional to the frequency. 

Torque 

Speed of rotation 
of magnetic field 

Angular speed 

Figure A.3: Typical torque/ speed curve for an induction motor [21] 
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The result is that, if the inverter is fed from a fixed voltage, the maximum torque is 

inversely proportional to the speed. This is liable to be the case with a fuel cell or 

battery system. Induction motors are very widely used. The fact that a current has to 

be induced in the rotor adds to the losses, with the result that induction motors tend to 

be a little (1 or 2%) less efficient than the other brushless types, all other things being 

equal. 

A.10 Ways of improving motor efficiency 

It is clear that the motor chosen for any application should be as efficient as possible. 

Other factors are much more influential than whether the motor is BLDC, SR or 

induction. For a motor, Electrical power is the input, and mechanical work is the 

desired output, with some of the energy being converted into heat. The first general 

point is that motors become more efficient as their size increases. The second factor 

that has more control over efficiency than motor type is the speed of a motor. Higher 

speed motors are more efficient than lower speed ones. The reason for this is that one 

of the most important losses in a motor is proportional to torque, rather than power 

and a lower speed motor will have a higher torque, for the same power, and hence 

higher losses. A third important factor is the cooling method. Motors that are liquid 

cooled run at lower temperatures have higher efficiencies. The efficiency of the 

BLDC and SR motors is likely to be one or two percent higher than for an induction 

motor, since there is less loss in the rotor. The SR motor manufacturers also claim that 

their efficiency is maintained over a wider range of speed and torque conditions. 

A. l l Motor mass 

A motor should generally be as small and light as possible, while delivering the 

required power. As with the case of motor efficiency, the type of motor chosen is 

much less important than other factors (such as cooling method and speed) when it 

comes to the specific power and power density of an electric motor. Higher power 

leads to higher efficiency, and hence higher specific power. Higher speed leads to 

higher power density. The size of the motor is most strongly influenced by the motor 
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torque than power. The consequence is that a higher speed, lower torque motor will be 

smaller. So if a low speed rotation is needed, a high speed motor with a gearbox will 

be lighter and smaller than a low speed motor. The more efficient motor types, SR and 

BLDC, have higher power density that the induction motor. 

Specilic power, kW/kg 
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Figure A.4:- Specific powers of electric motors [11] 

A .12 Selection of electrical machines for hybrid applications 

In the series hybrid vehicle there is really nothing different about the electrical 

machines from those used in a host of other applications. The traction motor, for 

example, will work in the same way as in the case of the classic battery powered 

electric vehicle. It is in the parallel hybrid that there is scope for some novelty in 

machine design. One example is the crankshaft mounted electrical machine that is 

used in a number of designs, including the groundbreaking Honda Insight. Here the 

electrical machine, which can work as either a motor or generator, is mounted directly 

in line with the engine crankcase. Such machines are in most cases a type of brushless 

DC (or synchronous AC) motor. Some hybrid vehicles the electrical machine use a 

fairly conventional, single pole, fairly high speed machine, which is connected to the 

engine crankshaft much like the alternator in an ordinary conventional IC engine 

vehicle. Another type of parallel hybrid where fairly conventional motors are used is 
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the type where the front wheels are driven by an electric motor and the rear are driven 

directly from the IC engine. 

A.12.1 Use of battery as a source of energy 

A battery is a group of cells in series. Each cell is inherently low voltage, so a battery 

of them is needed to get voltage high enough for traction motor use. The classical, 

economical battery types are led- acid and nickel -alkaline. Both offer long life, but 

lose some of their rated capacity if discharged in less than the rated type. Nickel -

Cadmium cells are more expensive but have much better rapid discharge and deep 

cycle performance. Generally storage batteries are about 80% efficient in converting 

electrical to chemical energy, and the same in the other direction. Thus, in -and-out 

recovery of energy is about 64%, not very good. 

Of the technical developments, the battery is an area where there have been 

improvements. Commercially available batteries such nickel cadmium or nickel metal 

hydride can carry at best about double the energy of lead acid batteries, and the high 

temperature Sodium nickel chloride or Zebra battery nearly three times. In practice, 

the available rechargeable battery with the highest specific energy is the lithium 

polymer battery which has a specific energy about three times that of lead acid. This is 

still expensive although there are signs that the price will fall considerably in the 

future. Zinc air batteries have potentially seven times the specific energy of lead acid 

batteries. 

Another major problem that arises with batteries is the time it takes to recharge. The 

recharge time of some of the new batteries has been reduced, but this is still 

considerably longer than others ways of energy storing. 

Yet another limiting parameter is that batteries are expensive, so that any battery 

electric vehicle is likely to be more expensive than an internal combustion engine 

driven vehicle of similar capacity. 
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Comparison of commercially available batteries is as follows. The cost figure is an 

arbitrary unit for broad comparative purposes. All the other figures are also very much 

guidelines only; we have explained that all such performance figures depend on how 

the battery is used 

Table 7: Comparison of various types of batteries [16]. 

Battery Specific energy 

Wh.kg"1 

Energy density 

Wh.L"1 

Specific power 

W.Kg"1 

Current cost 

Lead acid 30 75 250 0.5 

NiCad 50 80 150 1.5 

NiMH 65 150 200 2.0 

Zebra 100 150 150 2.0 

Li-ion5 90 150 300 10 

Zinc-air 230 270 105 ? 

A. 12.2 Energy in a capacitor 

A capacitor stores energy in its electric field whenever a voltage appears across its 
terminals. The energy is given by 

W = Vi CE 2 A.3 
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APPENDIX B 

B.l Engine Performance Curves 
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Engine performance curves for the Perkins 1106 engine was plotted using engine 

software. Aim of these plots is to visualize engine parameters with each container, 

20' , 40 'and reefers. Lifting and lowering strokes are considered separately. Graphs 

are plotted whilst engine is set to its full speed by pressing throttle to maximum and 

setting directional control valve to its full flow position. Graphs represent the 

maximum lifting speed of each empty container category. 

In the graph there are 

1. Actual engine RPM is red and scale given graph is ranged from 0 to 3,000. 

2. Engine load factor is a percentage which is in green and scale given in the 

graph is ranged from 0 to 100. 

3. Torque fuel limit which is in light green is measured in mg and scale given in 

the graph is ranged from 0 to 16. 

4. Delivered fuel mass which is in blue is measured in mg and scale given in the 

graph is ranged from 0 to 100. 

5. Mass fuel flow rate which is in brown is measured lb/hr and scale given in the 

graph is ranged from 0 to 2,500. 

6. Throttle demand switch position which is in dark blue and scale given in the 

graph is ranged from 0 to 220. 
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B.l . l .2 20' Lifting attempt top 
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B . l . 1 . 5 L i f t i n g 1 

ACE Linde 03 10.06 

Error Status : [No Error Present 

Artual Engine Speed [RPM) : Perkins 11 CMS Series r>K37887U 113737N) 

Engine Did Factor [I] : Perkins 110Q Scries (VK37gfl7U113737N) 

Delivered Fuel Mass fag) : Perkins 11DS Series fv*3?887U113737N) 

fubit Fuel Flaw Rate (bJhr): Perkins 1108 Series (VK370S7Ut 13737N) 

Throttle Demand Switch Position : Perkins 1108 Series (VK37W7U113737N) 

's 

Time (in Seconds) 
{•) ZndicOM HTCO.SN Hrco SuUubcatordrUilj 

: 

--orj ij 

: . i»S 

1000 ™ • 

"i 3. 
» 8 

* 

Figure B.5: Test results for while lifting of 20ft container 
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8 , 1 . 1 . 6 L i f t i n g 

ACE Linde 03 10.06 

Error Status : [No Error Present 

toual Engine Speed [RPtwf): Perkins 1108 Series (vK37WTU113737N) 

etgtn* Lead Feeler (*] : Parkins 1100 (erles t>W7M»UItJ737«) 

Delvered Fudhbss [mg): Perkins 1100 Series 0*07087UIt3737N) 

•Vttea F«er FttMr Rate 0bAr|: PerkffM 1100 ••rte. fVW7C*?U> 

Throttle Demand Switch Position : Perkins 1100 Series (VK370a7Ul 1373714) 

K 8 3 
Tim* (in Seconds) 

('J Mktbf era SME^SletusbaxtedfieUi. 

: j 

\ 

'• 

'• 7 
'• r '• 

an 

'I f 
• ice? 

Figure B.6 : Test results of beginning of lifting of the second 20ft container 
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B.1.2 40ft 

ACE Linde 03 1 0 . 0 6 -
Error Status : ]No Error Present 

Mull Engine Speed (RPM): Pertdns 1100 Series CvK37OT7UH3737N) 

Engine Load Factor \\] : PerkLns 1100 Series (vK37887UH3737rO 

Torque Fuel Limit {mg]: Perkins 1100 Series (VK37087U1l3737tO 

Delivered Fuel Mass frng] : Peritins 1106 Series p*37w87U113737N) 

Mass Fuel Flow Rate pb/hr] : Perfuns 1100 Series (vV37S87UU3737N) 

Throttle Demand Switch Position : Perkins 1100 Series r}/K37087ll! I3737N) 

•S*0S-
8; 

•2000 j ; 

I 
jr- -121" -
i: % 
54-iM I" i 

o \ 

Time (In Seconds) 
[*) frtdinlc* cms.S** Ebw Strait b<ocfo derails. 

Figure B.7: Test results for lowering of 40ft container 

B. 1.2.2 Lifting Beginning 

ACE Linde 03 10.06 
Error Status : |No Error Present 

/>ctual Engine Speed (RPM) : Perkins 1108 Series (VK37987U113737N) 

Enoin* Load Factor [1] : Perkins 1108 Series t>*37087UI13737N) 

Torque Fuel Limit (mg] : Perkins 1100 Series (VK.7Q87U113737r0 

Delvered Fuel Miss (mg] : Perkins 1108 Series (VK37Q87U113737N) 

Min Fuel Flow Rate pMwl : Perfrins 1108 Series (v*O?087U1I3737N) 

Thraitle Demand Switch Portton : Perkins 1108 Series 0A37.M7U113737M) 

5" i 
•200 a ! 
-180 3 

9 

2 , 
"4-20 - • 

Time On Seconds) 
1*| htlfctSM tmr.S** l ira Sutui box tedjiuiJi. 

Figure B.8: Test results of beginning of lifting of 40ft container 
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B.1.2.1 Lowering 



B.l.2.3 Lifting 3 

ACE Linde 03 10.06 

Error Status : |No Error Present 

'/I OIL 

v jo 

Aotual Engine Speed [RPM] : Perkins 1100 Series (VK37087U113737N) 

Engine Load Factor [»): Perkins 1100 Series tMO7087U113737N) 

Torque Fuel Umii fagl: Perkins 1100 Series QAO7037U113737N) 

Delivered Fuel Mass fag] : Perkins 1100 Series 0*37587U113737N) 

Mass Fuel Flow Rate rjbfnr] : Perkins 1100 Series (VO7087U113737N) 

Throttle Demand Switch Position : Perkins 1100 Series (VK37087U113737N) 

8 8 8 8 8 
a a s a a 

Time On Seconds) 
('(farficibf a w S« QnrSbfusboxfo&uib. 

84-200 I 

8" c/i 
ITXIO 2 

600 g : . ^ 

3 
.- -TOO §• 

Figure B.9 : Test results for while lifting of 40ft container 

B.l.2.4 Lifting 2 

ACE Linde 03 10.06 

T3 
o 70 • 

I aw 

Error Status : |No Error Present 

Actual Engine Speed [RPM] : Perkins 1100 Series (\*37flS7U113737N) 

Engine Load Factor [1] : Perkins 1100 Series (VKJ7087U113737N) 

Torque Fuel Urn* (mg] : Perkins 1100 Series (VK37Q87U113737N) 

Delivered Fuel Mass fag]: Perkins 1108 Series (VK)7W7U113737N) 

Mass Fuel Flow Rate fl>Ar): Perkins 1100 Series (SM7g87UI13737H) 

Throttle Demand Switch Position : Perkins 1100 Series (VKJ7W7U113737 N) 

Figure B.10: Test results for while lifting of 40ft container 
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B.l.2.5 Lifting 

Figure B.l 1: Test results for lift stop of 40ft container 



B.1.3 Reefer 

B.l.3.1 Lowering 1 

ACE Linde 03 10.06 
Error Status : (No Error Present 

? 70 

$ fill 

Actual Engirt* Spaed (RPM) : Ptrldrrs 1108 Series CVK37087U113737N) 

&gjne toad Factor [I] : Parkins 1108 Series (VO7087U113737N) 

Defiverad Futi Mass |ng] : Perkins 1100 Striae f>*37fl37U1l3737N) 

Mass Fuel Flow Rata (IbA>r] : Parkins 1100 Series F>«7OT7U113737N) 

Throttla Dtmand Switch Position : Parkins 1108 Serits CW37037U113737 H) 

8 8 § S o -• 
Trma 0" Seconds) 

I'] fridif Otf aror.St* Bros Status boxfar details. 

ZD 

-

-fi 

-e 

-

-e 

-fi 

-e 

-

-e 

-fi 

-e 

-

-e 

-

-
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-

-

_ 

-

-

_ 
• 

-

-

_ 

•SO 

-200 I 

if. 

-10 z ' 

1 

cJ. -a) -* 

Figure B.l 2 : Test results for lowering of Reefer container 
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B.l.3.2 Lowering from top position 

-ACE Llndc 0 3 J 0 . 0 6 -

Error Status : |No Error Present 

A»ual Engine Speed [RPM : PerWn« 1IM Series (VKJ7W7UM3737N) Oelvered AieiMBw fag] Pvktoa 1100 Series (WQ7M7U113737M) 

B>gjn« L3MI Feotor [») : MrMna 11M Berlee 0*070870113737N) Mw« Fort Fk>« Rat* (bmr) : Perktm 1108 lertee 0-*O**>7U11J»7N) 

Torque Fuel Umit fag): Pefki'tTlPO Series rV*O7087U113737N) Throttle Demand Swftch Position : Pertdns 1100 Series (VIQ7W7U113737n0 

Time On Seconds) 
[*) hdlcttts O O I . S M EbnxStADisboxfindtUils. 

Figure B.l 3 : Test results for lowering from the top position of Reefer container 
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B.l.3.3 Lifting 1 

ACE Linde 03_10.C 

Error Status : [No Error Present 

s 
: 6 

! 
I-
if 

Actual Engine Speed (RPM) : Perkins 1108 Series (W37097U113737N) 

&>gfnc Uad Factor {*) : Perkins 1 tOO Sariu f>*37ga?Ul I3737N) 

Torque Fuel Limit fag] ; Perkins 11PO Series (vX37887U113737N) 

Oelvered Fuel Man faQ] : Pertdns 11 DO Series (MOTW7U113737H) 

U n i Fual Flo* Rate BbArl : Perkins 1100 Series (VKJ7M7U113737N) 

Throttle Demand Switch Position : Pertdns 1100 Series (VK37087U113737N) 

Tine On Seconds) 
[•) Indkdjts rnn.SMEhurSuiiubox&irdciuls. 

- -M" $ 

•00 j 
3" 

-so i 
S 
If 

- -30 G 

:-io 1 

s-

J: 
i: 

-eo 8 
if 

Figure B.14: Test results for while lifting of Reefer container 

r 
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B.l.3.4 Lifting 

: Linde 0 3 , 1 0 . 0 6 — 

Error Status : [No Error Present 

8 v . : 

/tatual Engine Speed I RPM) : Perkins 1100 Series (VTCT007UI13737NJ 
Engine Load Factor (I] : Perkins 1100 Series (VK)7BS7U113737N) 
Torque Fuel Umit hoi: Perkins 1100 Series f\r1Q7887U113737N) 

Oelvered Fuel Mss (mpj : Perkins 1109 Series Cv*O70»17U113737N) 
Mtss Fuel Flow Rate (Lb*ir) : Perkins 1100 Series (W37A87UI13737N) 

Throttle Demand Saitoh Position : Perkins 1100 Series rvK)7087U113737N) 

s 
M x y a 

Time (in Seconds) 
[*) frkdktui arm S»t QrarStawbCKtardOiil*. 

8:.st»a 

Figure B.15: Test results for beginning of lifting of Reefer container 
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B.l.3.8 Lifting in middle position 

ACE Linde 0 3 J 0 . 0 6 

Error Status : No Error Present 

0 - - 100 - - 3flft) 

Actual Engine Sp««d [RPM) : Partdns 1100 Series (\K37087U113T37N) 

Btgine Load Factor [»J : Perkins 1100 Series r>K)70S7U113737N) 

DeBHered Fuel Mass fngl - P«rkins 1100 Series r>K27W7U113737N) 

Mass Fuel Floe Rati pWhr] : Pertdns 1100 Series (VK370S7U113737N) 

Throttle Demand Saitoh Position : Perkins 1108 Series fVK)7887LI 113737 N) 

: 

— S 

: 

s s s s 
8 8 3 8 

Time On Seconds) 
(*) IndkttM am". S H Qrur Starm bcotfar dtuiii. 

•50 -
St 

MM 3 

8' 
1000 0? 

3" 
200 1 

•80 m 

CO 

C-.10 ,^ 

w - .10 

Figure B.l 9: Test results for beginning of lifting of second Reefer container 
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